




“A goal without a plan is just a wish.” 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Specific – The more specific you can become with your goal, the more likely you will be of achieving it. 
Example: I want a new Mercedes Benz SL 63. (even more specific ie. color, year, features, etc.) 

GOALS MUST BE

Measurable – So you know when you hit your goal and when you need to put in more effort. Example: 
I want to earn $500 per week (quantifiable). 

Time Focused – Goals must have a deadline attached to them. Example: I will achieve Executive Director by 
January 1st



1- Income Goals

2-.Time & Investment Goals

3- Activity Goals.

4- Achievement Goals (target dates) .
.

“A goal without a plan is just a wish.” 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery







• Ten Friends and Family

• Ten Sharpest, Most Entrepreneurial and Influential People

• Ten Health Conscious People and Families

• Ten People with Direct Sales or Network Marketing Experience 

https://LiveYoungerSuccess.com/our-success-system/getting-started/ 
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One of the fastest ways to reach your goals is to have an accountability partner

Sometimes it may feel lonely when building. You may feel discouraged. You may decide to take a day or days off 
during the five days that you are suppose to be prospecting. When you have an accountability partner, it’s not easy to 
get away from doing your daily tasks. IMPORTANT POINTS WHEN YOU HAVE A PARTNER: 

1. Both of you must be doing the 90 Day To The Top Game Plan! 

2. He or she has to be accountable to you too. 

3. Both of you must have your goals in writing and share them with each other.

4. You must communicate on the phone DAILY even if it is for only a few minutes. 

5. You never criticize each other.

6. However, you must keep each other accountable for your actions. 

7. Make sure you celebrate every victory even if it is as small as adding some people to your lists. 

8. Schedule one day when you exchange tracking forms and without criticizing talk about how can 
you improve OR to congratulate each other when you and your partner reach your activity goals.



A powerful technique for approaching prospects and finding your 10 Business Builders.

If time and money were not a problem, what would you do? What would you buy? Where would you live? Who 

would you? Where would you travel? Etc. Doing what you are doing now, how long would it take you to do all these 

things? Note: Most answers will be never, or too long

1. BEFORE: Before LifeWave I did not have any hope for the future. 

2. NOW: Today I am very excited because I can see how this can improve my _____ and also help me to make dreams reality. 

3. TOMORROW: My goal is that by December, I will be earning _____ per month. 

4. REASON FOR SHARING: The reason I am sharing with you is because I believe in this project and I know that by you and I working 

together we can earn serious money.



To find your team fast, CALL, TEXT, or PRIVATE MESSAGE everyone you consider 
to be a serious or potential prospect.

“Mary, the reason I am calling you is because I am starting a project 
with a group where you and I can earn a lot of money. 

“Hi Joe I have to talk to you, call me” If you haven’t talked in awhile: “I have 
not talked to you in awhile, how are you doing?” With people you are closer to: 
“Call me, I just started a project where you and I can make money in 90 days”

CALL, TEXT, or PRIVATE MESSAGE Content: 




